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There are more than 700 Jewish cemeteries in Slovakia, the majority of which are the property of the
Federation of Jewish Communities in Slovakia. Many of these cemeteries are located outside inhabited
parts of villages and towns, often in forests and fields and are hardly accessible.
Unfortunately, as a consequence of the Second World War and massive emigration from the country after
1968, there are only about 3,000 Jews currently in Slovakia according to the latest census. Therefore, many
cemeteries are neglected and they are no longer in use.

Despite great efforts by the Federation, all that has been possible up to this point has been to clean and
maintain order in about 50 cemeteries twice a year, mostly in the larger towns and cities. With passage
of time and weather erosion, the condition of the cemeteries is getting worse, as well as their fencing and
tombstones. Costs are principally incurred annually on emergency conditions of fencing that may cause
personal injury or property damage.
The Federation has started cooperating recently with several civic associations and volunteers, but also
some self-governing bodies that help us with the maintenance of Jewish cemeteries or even their protection.
The solution for maintenance and revitalisation of these Jewish cemeteries in Slovakia remains complex.

Therefore, we are particularly pleased with our cooperation with the ESJF. We are grateful that with the
financial aid from the ESJF, we have now began reconstruction projects with the building of new fencing at
the Jewish cemetery in Senec that was devastated last year as a result of strong winds.
We believe that this project will be the beginning of a successful cooperation between the Federation of
Jewish Communities in Slovakia and ESJF, whose result will be the maintaining and revitalization of the
Jewish cemeteries in Slovakia.

Ing. Henrich Stern
project manager
Federation of Jewish Communities
in Slovakia
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Jewish Settlement in Slovakia
The first reliable references to the Jewish population of present-day Slovakia date back to the 11th
century. By the 12th century, the first communities on this territory appeared - in Nitra and in Bratislava;
13th century documents mention Jewish populations in Senica, Trnava, Pezinok and Trencin.
After the seizure of the Hungarian kingdom by the Ottoman Empire in 1526, the Jewish population
on Slovakian lands drastically declined.
Jewish life in these territories began to recover in the second half of the 17th century, mainly as a
result of migrations from Moravia, Poland and Austria. During this period, most of the modern communities
in the territory of Slovakia arose.
The development of Jewish life of Slovakia in the 18th century in the Habsburg monarchy was
facilitated by the Edict of Tolerance of Emperor Joseph II, which granted religious freedoms to the Jewish
population.
By the late18th century, the Jews of Slovakia were greatly influenced by the Jewish Enlightenment.
In response, the largest centre of Torah study arose in Bratislava, around the famous Pressburg yeshiva
and its leader Moshe Sofer (known as Chatam Sofer), opposing modernisation. The confrontation between
conservative and liberal Jewish religious movements in the mid-19th century led to a split between
Orthodox and Neolog communities, with both represented in many localities. In 1867, the territory of
Slovakia was included into the newly created Austria-Hungary as part of the Hungarian kingdom.
In 1918, the Republic of Czechoslovakia was formed. During this period, numerous Jewish
organisations arose, including Zionist ones. The 1930s was marked by the rise of antisemitism.
During the Holocaust, more than 100,000 of 140,000 Jews of Slovakia were killed (about 70% of
the pre-war Jewish population). Most were deported to extermination camps in Poland in 1942; Jews who
lived on the territories annexed by Hungary in 1938, were deported in 1944.
Today, there are about 2,600 Jews in Slovakia.
Jewish cemeteries form a unique historical testimony about the development of Jewish communities
in Slovakia. In 2018, the ESJF in cooperation with the Federation of the Jewish Communities of Slovakia,
organised a selective initial survey of 21 Jewish cemeteries in the Bratislava region, one of the oldest
and most important areas of Jewish settlement in Slovakia. The aim of survey was to gather up-to-date
information on the current preservation status of Jewish cemeteries in the region which would become a
basis for future large-scale work on the preservation of Jewish cemeteries in Slovakia.

The localities represented in the survey hosted Jewish communtites of different sizes and age, both
urban and rural. Among these there are Jewish communities such as Trnava, one of the oldest communities
in Slovakia, with Jewish population recorded already in the 12th century, Senec (16th century), Stupava
and Sered and also communities formed in the 19-20 centuries (Zlate Moravce, Zemianska Olca). They
include relatively large communities (Trnava, 2,728 Jews in 1930; Sered, 1,354 in 1880) and very small
(maximum Jewish population of about 80 people in Gabcikovo, 97 in Reca) communities.
There is almost no information preserved on some of the Jewish communities covered by the
research (Kuchyňa, Kalná nad Hronom, Sokolce, Ivanka pri Nitre, Nove Sady). Documentation on Jewish
cemeteries here in communities which already existed in the 19th century can be an invaluable source of
information on them.
towns.
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Today, apart from a small Jewish population in Trnava, there are no longer communities in these

Fencing and Protection
of Jewish Cemeteries in Western Slovakia
In June, 2018, 21 Jewish cemeteries was surveyed in Western Slovakia.
The study based on a random sample of 21 Jewish cemeteries in Western Slovakia, compiled from a
list provided by the Jewish community of Bratislava: five sites in the Bratislava region, seven sites in Trnava
region and nine sites in Nitra region. The task of the survey was to gane a general idea of the situation in
regard to the fencing and protection of Jewish cemeteries in the region.

The survey showed that less than half (43%) of the cemeteries surveyed are fenced and protected.
At the same time, 57% either do not have any fencing, or have old fencing, which requires replacement or
reconstruction. The general situation is shown in the following table:

The following cemeteries are fenced: Stupava (in Bratislava region), Močenok, Zlaté Moravce
Neologist, Zlate Moravce Orthodox (in Nitra region), Mliečno, Jelka, Sereď, Trnava Old, Trnava New (in
Trnava region).
The Jewish cemeteries of Kuchyňa, Senec (in Bratislava region), Zemianska Olča, Mojmírovce, Nové
Sady (in Nitra region), Gabčíkovo and Trstín (in Trnava region) require re-fencing.
Those sites unprotected and urgently requiring fencing are the cemeteries in Malacky, Reca (in
Bratislava region), Sokolce, Kalná nad Hronom and Ivánka pri Nitre (in Nitra region).

According to the survey data, the situation in the Trnava region is better than in the other regions:
in Trnava region there are five sites protected (70% of the total surveyed), and there are no sites without
any fencing. In the Bratislava region, in comparison, only one site is protected, and in Nitra region - three
sites.
An interesting feature of the cemeteries of Western Slovakia is the fact that in many places the
remains of the pre-war cemetery walls were preserved. As a rule, these were constructed of stone or
brick. Of the 21 surveyed cemetries, pre-war walls or their remnants were recorded in ten sites (48%).
In comparison, of 400 Jewish cemeteries in Belarus, such walls were preserved at only a dozen sites. This
determines the specifics of the cemetery fencing task in Slovakia: in some places, it is less a case of new
fence construction, but rather one of full or partial restoration of pre-war walls.
In the period after WWII, the ruined walls were replaced either with concrete fences or with less
durable fences made of metal mesh.
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The general picture is displayed in the following table:

Following the restitution legislation, the vast majority of Jewish cemeteries in Slovakia belong to
the Jewish community of the country.
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The table above shows that only 33% (7 sites) of the total number of surveyed cemeteries receive
permanent care: cutting down trees, mowing grass, clearing. Of these, none in the Bratislava region, 3 in
Nitra and 4 in Trnava regions.
In 24% of the sites studied (5 cemeteries), some signs of care were detected: irregular mowing and
clearing of vegetation (2 in Bratislava, 2 in Nitra and 1 in Trnava regions).
43% of the objects (9 cemeteries) are completely neglected and do not show any signs of maintenance
and care. Despite the fact that three of them are fenced and protected from external destruction (Močenok,
Mliečno, Trnava Old), they are all in a sorry state: the territory is heavily overgrown and littered.

The most common problem is the overgrowth of vegetation: grass, bushes and trees. In some cases,
vegetation is so severe that it can damage tombstones.
At two sites, a garbage dump was found.
A more serious problem is the use of the cemetery plots between tombstones for economic purposes.
In Stupava, a fenced cemetery is used by the owners of the neighbouring house as a fruit orchard. An old
cemetery in Trnava, which is also fenced, is used by the inhabitant of the cemetery caretaker’s house as his
backyard and a toilet has been constucted on the site.
Nevertheless, fencing protects the cemetery from the threat of destruction. Among the sites
surveyed, all unfenced cemeteries and some of those that require re-fencing are under severe threat.
Five places are closely adjacent to residential houses or to road junctions and are under serious threat of
construction. Four sites, located far from housing in the middle of the field, can at any time be turned over
into agricultural land.
Conclusions can be formulated as follows:

1. 57% of the surveyed cemeteries (12 sites) require fencing or re-fencing. The randomness of the
sample makes it possible to assume cautiously that in Western Slovakia about half of the Jewish cemeteries
require fencing or re-fencing.
2. Of these, 9 sites (43% of all sites studied) are directly threatened by destruction as a result of
overbuilding or agricultural work.
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3. Fenced cemeteries in Slovakia also require further protection (especially from agricultural use
(Stupava) and from damastic land use (old cemetery in Trnava).
4. It could be supposed that if such is the situation in Western Slovakia in the more developed parts
of the country around the capital Bratislava, the general situation of Jewish cemeteries in the more Eastern
regions is considerably worse.
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Bratislavský kraj
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Kuchyňa
Kuchyna

District: Malachy
Region: Bratislava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Kukhina | קוכינה
Hung: Konyha
Germ: Kuchel

Address and directions: In the northwestern part Number of existing gravestones: 6
of the village. From the entrance to the farm (near
house no.76 on the main street), proceed for 420 Date of the oldest tombstone: 1885
meters north across a farm, then turn left into a field
and continue for 70 meters to the cemetery.
Date of the latest tombstone: 1938
GPS coordinates: 48.41202, 17.14325
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 172 meters

Type of existing fence: Old metal mesh fence and
parts of an old masonry wall. The perimeter is
clearly delineated.
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Notes: The cemetery requires re-fencing.

Malacky
Malacky

District: Malachy
Region: Bratislava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Malatzki | מלצקי
Hung: Malacka
Germ: Malatzka

Address and directions: 25, Tovarenska Street
GPS coordinates: 48.42314, 17.02469
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 274 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence

Number of existing gravestones: Five. More
tombstones could be exposed following extensive
clearing of the site.
Date of foundation: 1832

Notes: In the south-eastern part of the cemetery there
is a mausoleum in the Moorish style. Some graves
were destroyed during WWII. The latest burial took
place in 1952. Later most of the monuments were
destroyed or stolen and the fence was destroyed in
the 1950s. In the 1990s there were 24 gravestones
recorded at the site. Today, the territory belongs to a
private organisation and surrounded by warehouses.
The cemetery requires clearing and fencing.
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Reca
Reca

District: Senec
Region: Bratislava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Rete | רעטע
Hung: Réte
Germ: Entenberg

Address and directions: Proceed for 220 meters in Number of existing gravestones: About 35
a westerly direction from a small lake on the northwestern edge of the town. The cemetery is situated Period of foundation: Supposedly, late 18th century
in a small wood in a field.
Notes: A tombstone of the local rabbi, Emanuel
Schön (1802-1880), who led the community for
GPS coordinates: 48.238056, 17.444444
around fifty years, is preserved at the cemetery.
The cemetery requires clearing and fencing and the
Gradient: Flat land
construction of an access road.
Perimeter length: 265 meters
Type of existing fence: No fence. There are
remnants of an old masonry wall which cannot be
restored. The perimeter is clearly delineated.
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Senec
Senec

District: Senec
Region: Bratislava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Sentz, Vartburg |
ווארטבורג, סנץ
Hung: Szenc (prior to
1899 Szempcz)
Germ: Wartberg

Address and directions: 24, Trnavska Street

Number of existing gravestones: About 100

Gradient: Flat land

Notes: The cemetery requires restoration of the
original brick wall and the construction of the
missing front wall.

GPS coordinates: 48.22803, 17.40201
Perimeter length: 195 meters

Type of existing fence: The original brick wall
is preserved from on three sides. It is severely
damaged.

Period of foundation: Around 1900
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Stupava
Stupava

District: Malachy
Region: Bratislava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Shtampn | סטופווי,
שטאַמפּן
Hung: Stomfa
Germ: Stampfen

Address and directions: In the north-eastern part Number of existing gravestones: Around 500
of the town, Pri Borníku Street (turn from Kalvarska
Street), adjacent to a Christian cemetery.
Period of foundation: About 1740
GPS coordinates: 48.2746391, 17.0381856
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 325 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete and brick fence
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Notes: The earliest documented tombstone dates
to 1643 (published in M.S. Hertzog. Korot beiteinu.
Stompfa, 1918).
The cemetery gate is locked. The territory is used as
a private orchard.

Nitriansky kraj
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Ivánka pri Nitre
Ivanka pri Nitre

District: Nitra
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Ivanka | איוואנקה
Hung: Nyitraivánka
Germ: Iwanka

Address and directions: At the exit from Ivanka- Number of existing gravestones: Around 50.
pri-Nitre to Mojmirovce via Mojmirovska Street Heavy clearing could reveal more tombstones.
proceed from the railway crossing for 1,760 meters,
Period of foundation: First half of 19th century.
turn right and countinie for another 170 meters.
GPS coordinates: 48.22432, 18.09928
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 268 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence. There are
remnants of a ditch perimeter.
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Notes: The cemetery is extremely overgrown and
requires heavy clearing and fencing.

Kalná nad Hronom
Kalna nad Hronom

District: Levice
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Kalna nad Hronom |
קאלנה נאד הרונום
Hung: Kálna, Nagykálna /
Kiskálna

Address and directions: The cemetery is 150 Number of existing gravestones: Around 20
meters along Highway 580 to in the direction of Lok
village, turning left into a Christian cemetery. The Period of foundation: Supposedly, late 19th century
Jewish cemetery is in a small wood in a field behind
the Christian cemetery.
Notes: The cemetery is overgrown and requires
heavy clearing and fencing.
GPS coordinates: 48.188731, 18.508960
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 227 meters

Type of existing fence: No fence
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Močenok
Mocenok

District: Šaľa
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Moshonek |
מאשאנעק
Hung: Mocsonok
Germ: Motschenok

Address and directions: 12, Uzka
(intersection of Uzka and Lipova streets)

GPS coordinates: 48.2192115, 17.9322249
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 203 meters

Type of existing fence: Old brick fence
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Street Number of existing gravestones: No tombstones
were found.
Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century

Notes: The gate of the cemetery is locked. The
cemetery requires heavy cleaning.

Mojmírovce
Mojmirovce

District: Nitra
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Urmin | אורמין
Hung: Ürmény
Germ: Urmin

Address and directions: 1599, Prenosilova Street
GPS coordinates: 48.20323, 18.05773
Gradient: Flat land

Number of existing gravestones: Around 200

Period of foundation: Supposedly mid-19th
century

Notes: The latest tombstone is from 1977. The
cemetery gate is locked.
Perimeter length: 286 meters
The cemetery requires clearing and re-fencing on
Type of existing fence: New metal mesh fence on three sides.
concrete foundation on the front side with an old
metal mesh fence on the other sides.
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Nové Sady
Nove Sady

Heb: Nove Sadi, Ashakirt |
District: Nitra
אשאקירט, נובה סאדי
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia Hung: Assakürt

Address and directions: From the post office on the Number of existing gravestones: 16
central square, continue along the main street for
450 meters in an easterly direction. The cemetery is Date of the oldest tombstone: 1893
situated on the left at the end of the street.
Date of the latest tombstone: 1932
GPS coordinates: 48.41798, 17.9861
Notes: The last Jewish burial was held in 1943. The
cemetery requires full fencing.
Gradient: Flat land
Perimeter length: 133 meters

Type of existing fence: Metal mesh fence on two
sides
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Sokolce
Sokolce

District: Komárno
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Sokoltze | סוקולצה
Hung: Lakszakállas

Address and directions: 30, Športová Street (in Number of existing gravestones: 8
front of the Christian cemetery)
Date of the oldest tombstone: 1877
GPS coordinates: 47.8528, 17.82379
Date of the latest tombstone: 1927
Gradient: Flat land
Notes: The cemetery requires full delineation,
clearing and fencing.
Perimeter length: 110 meters
Type of existing fence: No fence. There are
remnants of a boundary ditch on one side.
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Zemianska Olča
Zemianska Olca

District: Komárno
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Zemianska OIcha |
זמיאנסקה אולצ’ה
Hung: Nemesócsa

Address and directions: 41/152 Železničná Street, Number of existing gravestones: 8
in a back yard.
Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
GPS coordinates: 47.80787, 17.86264
Notes: The cemetery was severely damaged during
Gradient: Flat land
WWII, when the tombstones were used for the
construction of a German airfield in the vicinity. After
the war the rest of the tombstones were gathered on
Perimeter length: 231 meters
the preserved part of the cemetery.
Type of existing fence: Old concrete fence partly These tombstones date from the post-war period.
The last burial here was in 1991. There is a memorial
damaged.
to 120 local Jews, murdered during the Holocaust
and erected in 1946. The actual perimeter is difficult
to delineate due to private properties which were
built on the part of the cemetery site. The cemetery
requires full delineation and re-fencing.
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Zlaté Moravce
Neolog Cemetery
Zlate Moravce

District: Zlaté
Moravce
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Zlate Moravce |
זלאטע מאראווצע
Hung: Aranyosmarót
Germ: Goldmorawitz

Address and directions: In the western part of the Number of existing gravestones: 250
town, at the corner of Martinsky Breh and Hajova
streets.
Date of the oldest tombstone: 1868
GPS coordinates: 48.3880606, 18.3750388

Date of the latest tombstone: 1971

Notes: The cemetery belonged to the Neolog Jewish
community. There is a preserved beit tahara built in
Perimeter length: 215 meters
1920 and the cemetery is well-maintained. The gate
is locked.
Type of existing fence: Old original masonry wall No specific works are needed.
and concrete fence
Gradient: Flat land
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Zlaté Moravce

Orthodox Cemetery
Zlate Moravce

District: Zlaté
Moravce
Region: Nitra
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Zlate Moravce |
זלאטע מאראווצע
Hung: Aranyosmarót
Germ: Goldmorawitz

Address and directions: At the eastern outskirts,
about 2.5 km from the centre of the settlement of
Sulicin. Access is through the village of Zitavany
(adjacent to the north of Zlate Moravce). From the
end of Pricina Street, proceed in a south-easterly
direction for about a kilometer before turning left.
The cemetery is located 320 meters further on an
overgrown hillside.
GPS coordinates: 48.387081, 18.4331703
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 100 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete fence
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Number of existing gravestones: 76
Date of the oldest tombstone: 1847
Date of the latest tombstone: 1956

Notes: This cemetery belonged to the Orthodox
Jewish community of Zlate Moravce. The site was
reconstructed and the fence built in 2001-2005. The
cemetery is well-maintained. The gate is locked.

Trnavský kraj
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Gabčíkovo
Gabchikovo

District: Dunajská
Streda
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Besh, Gabtchikovo |
גאבצ’יקובו, בש
Hung: Bős
Germ: Bösch

Address and directions: 27, Vinohradska Street
GPS coordinates: 47.89554, 17.56428
Gradient: Flat land

Number of existing gravestones: 37

Period of foundation: Supposedly, late 19th century

Notes: The last burial at this site was in 1943. Access
to the cemetery is through a private yard. It can
be assumed that part of the cemetery is now used
Perimeter length: 89 meters
as gardens by neighbouring farms. The cemetery
Type of existing fence: Metal mesh fence on two requires re-fencing.
sides.
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Jelka
Jelka

District: Galanta
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Yoke, Yelka |
ילקה, יאקע
Hung: Jóka

Address and directions: 94, Trhova Street Number of existing gravestones: 218
(intersection of Trhova and Nova Cesta streets)
Date of oldest tombstone: 1840
GPS coordinates: 48.14849, 17.507457
Notes: The cemetery functioned until WWII. Today,
it is well-maintained. No specific works are needed.
Gradient: Flat land
Perimeter length: 255 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete fence
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Mliečno

Mliecno (now part of Šamorín)
District: Dunajská
Streda
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Milkhdorf, Mlechno |
מלייצ’נו, מילכדארף
Hung: Tejfalu
Germ: Milchdorf

Address and directions: 5, Hubova Street

Number of existing gravestones: 328

Gradient: Flat land

Date of the latest tombstone: 1941

GPS coordinates: 48.01812, 17.3206

Date of the oldest tombstone: 1739

Notes: The cemetery requires clearing of excess
vegetation. There is a mobile phone tower on the
Type of existing fence: Concrete fence with metal territory.
gate
Perimeter length: 345 meters
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Sereď
Sered’

District: Galanta
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Sered | סערעד
Hung: Szered
Germ: Sereth

Address and directions: 42, Cukrovarska Street
GPS coordinates: 48.27857, 17.73975
Gradient: Flat land

Perimeter length: 400 meters

Type of existing fence: Concrete wall

Number of existing gravestones: 105

Period of foundation: Late 18th-early 19th
centuries

Notes: This is the new Jewish cemetery of Sered’,
which was opened after the closing of the old
cemetery in 1777. There is a pre-burial house on
the cemetery (built in 1882), which contains an
exhibition dedicated to Holocaust victims. Last
known Jewish burial is from 1955.
The cemetery is cared for by a local secondary school
(Obchodná Akadémia, Sereď). The cemetery gate is
locked.
Some parts of the cemetery require clearing.
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Trnava

Trnava Old Cemetery
District: Trnava
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Trnava, Tarne |
טאַרנע, טרנאווה
Hung: Nagyszombat
Germ: Tyrnau

Address and directions: 9, Kamenny Mlyn Street. Number of existing gravestones: Around 200
From the car park lot on Kamenna Cesta Street
opposite Kamenny Mlyn recreation zone turn right Date of foundation: 1801
and proceed for 211 meters. The cemetery is on the
Notes: The territory of the cemetery is used by the
left side of the road in a backyard.
owner of a house located adjacent to the cemetery
GPS coordinates: 48.369325, 17.547951
(probably the former gravedigger’s house). The
site is covered with rubbish, and a toilet has been
constructed on the territory of the cemetery.
Gradient: Flat land
Rabbi Shimon Sidon, an important Hungarian rabbi
Perimeter length: 160 meters
and a student of the Hatam Sofer, was buried in this
cemetery in 1891. The latest legible tombstones is
from 1909.
Type of existing fence: Concrete fence
There are no construction works needed, but the
territory requires clearing and protection.
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Trnava

Trnava New Cemetery
District: Trnava
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Trnava, Tarne |
טאַרנע, טרנאווה
Hung: Nagyszombat
Germ: Tyrnau

Address and directions: 8, Nitryanska Street

Number of existing gravestones: Around 1,100

Gradient: Flat land

Notes: The cemetery is well-maintained. The fence
requires partial repair.

GPS coordinates: 48.3655056, 17.6005912
Perimeter length: 402 meters

Date of foundation: 1879

Type of existing fence: oncrete and brick fence
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Trstín
Trstin

District: Trnava
Region: Trnava
Country: Slovakia

Heb: Nadash | נאדאש
Hung: Nádas,
Pozsonynádas
Germ: Nadasch

Address and directions: At the exit from Trstin to Number of existing gravestones: 75
Yablunitsa via I-51 road, proceed for 400 meters
from the last houses. The cemetery is on the right Period of foundation: Supposedly, 19th century
side of the road, near a chalk quarry.
Notes: The cemetery is situated a meter below
GPS coordinates: 48.536794, 17.453014
ground level. The perimeter is clearly delineated.
The cemetery requires the repairing of the old
Gradient: Flat land
masonry wall or the construction of a new fence.
Perimeter length: 222 meters

Type of existing fence: Old masonry wall totally
collapsed from the front side and partly damaged on
the other sides.
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ESJF European Jewish Cemeteries Initiative
9-19, Vozdvizhenska Street, Kyiv 04070, Ukraine
+ 38(044)4253518

www.esjf-cemeteries.org
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